1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

The accurate determination of the dead time is a crucial factor in chromatographic analysis ([@bib28]; [@bib23]). The accuracy of the dead time determines the accuracy of other retention parameters ([@bib7]) such as the adjusted retention time, capacity factor, retention index ([@bib18]), selectivity, separation efficiency, plate theory, resolution and so on ([@bib10]). The dead time can be calculated by two methods, direct and indirect methods. The direct method was carried out through the injection of unretained compounds in a chromatography column, while the indirect method was performed using mathematical algorithmic approaches ([@bib25]).

The determination of the dead time by a direct method on a gas chromatography system, as measured by the inert gas retention time ([@bib9]), still faced problems such as the mismatch in the use of an inert gas with certain types of detectors. The inert gas showed good unretained character in the GC column ([@bib6]; [@bib2]; [@bib19]), but it could not be detected using the FID detector ([@bib5]). In addition, other problems were also found such as noise interference and difficulty in identifying the peak ([@bib27]) at certain gas concentrations at the beginning of chromatographic elution.

To resolve the problems with the direct method, indirect methods began to be studied through the use of mathematical algorithms. Several different algorithmic approaches have been developed for the calculation of the dead time by indirect methods ([@bib9]). These approaches were non-linear algorithms ([@bib29]; [@bib30]), iterations ([@bib12]), spreadsheets ([@bib4]), statistics ([@bib11]) and so on. Calculations were performed by utilizing the retention times and carbon number of a homologous series ([@bib26]; [@bib21]; [@bib33]). This procedure is more accessible and more practical than the direct method procedure because the problems that occurred in the direct method could be avoided. The n-alkane homologous series is also used to determine the Kovats retention index in gas chromatography systems ([@bib15]; [@bib3]). This method is also suitable to be implemented in ([@bib14]; [@bib24]) liquid chromatography systems.

In many indirect method studies, researchers\' reviews still often question the logic and capability of algorithms to calculate the dead time. The accuracy and robustness of the method towards experimental condition changes is a critical aspect that is rarely discussed ([@bib25]). This increases doubt and lacks justification for the calculated results of each method. Method comparison studies are also rarely carried out, and each method is examined separately so that it is difficult to determine the best approach to use. Only a few researchers were found to have compared several indirect methods ([@bib7]; [@bib25]; [@bib31]). The recent study reported that the statistical analysis by using Randomized Block Design method to dead times by several methods showed that there are a significant effect of the temperature and column variation to the dead time determination ([@bib16]) except Parcher\'s method ([@bib22]). But the research only focus on the effect of the temperature and column variation to dead time determination without considering the accuracy of the methods.

The indirect methods are still not practical to be widely applied. Some methods such as non-linear and spreadsheet methods are still presented in the algorithmic form ([@bib29]; [@bib4]), and there are no software or flowchart products to facilitate use by other researchers or the general public. The statistical method is more straightforward to implement because its flowchart is available in the published literature ([@bib11]). However, software is still needed to facilitate the application of the method to be applied. Only the iteration method has complete information, including algorithms, flowcharts ([@bib12]) and source code by [@bib8]. Unfortunately, the programming language used by Furr is not compatible with current compilers.

In this study, the development of flowcharts and calculation software was carried out for the non-linear and spreadsheet methods. For the iteration and statistics methods, the flowcharts are available in the literature ([@bib12]; [@bib11]), and the researcher only developed the calculation software. The calculation of each method was tested against temperature and column variation for measuring n-alkane homologous series retention data, and the accuracy of each indirect method was analyzed by comparing it to a substance marker (direct method).

2. Experimental {#sec2}
===============

2.1. Material and methods {#sec2.1}
-------------------------

The determination of the dead time can be performed by two methods: direct and indirect. The direct method is a direct measurement by measuring the dead time of an unretained gas on the chromatography column, while the indirect method is an indirect determination by calculating the dead time through an algorithmic approach from retention times and carbon number data of a homologous series ([@bib9]). In this study, indirect methods were carried out through algorithmic calculations using the retention times and carbon number data of a n-alkane homologous series. The results from indirect methods were calibrated to the direct method results that were obtained from the measurement of the argon dead time using a gas chromatography column.

The software development of indirect methods was based on non-linear, iteration, spreadsheet and statistical algorithms. The mathematical calculations and approach were implemented using the ANSI C programing language by utilizing some of its library. The software for each method was made in several separate files.

2.2. Non-linear method {#sec2.2}
----------------------

Waetzig et al. introduced the non-linear algorithm for a liquid chromatography system ([@bib29]). The algorithm was used to create software. Based on the algorithm, the determination of the dead time was performed through non-linear regression based on the linear relationship between the carbon number and logarithm of adjusted retention times. Differentiations of Deadtime (t~M~), slope (a~0~) and intercept (a~1~) from the exponential of the linear relationship were used as the dead time and determined parameters. Furthermore, some vectorial equations were used that involve matrix multiplication, matrix inverse and iteration processes until the accurate dead time and determined parameters were obtained. The non-linear algorithms were then also applied by Waetzig to a gas chromatography system with several changes ([@bib30]).

In the implementation of the non-linear algorithm, some additions and changes were made. These were necessary because the original non-linear algorithms lacked the information and provisions to produce a credible calculation. Additions were made to two algorithms: the inverse algorithm of the D^T^D matrix and multiplication matrix. In the inverse algorithm of the D^T^D matrix, the result of the matrix calculation was close to zero. A number digit behind the comma must be added to 300 digits so that the calculation could be defined. In the multiplication matrix, the function must be changed to an absolute function. Direct matrix multiplication in the non-linear algorithm allowed a minus value that could produce an infinity ([@bib1]). In an unpublished thesis by Zamzami ([@bib32]), a matrix multiplication function has been changed to the absolute function 'abs()'. However, this function wasn\'t fitted because the data type in the matrix was the double data type ([@bib1]). The calculation of a double negative value with the integer function would be converted to zero. In this research, the function 'abs()' must be changed to the function 'fabs()' so that the value could be calculated. The application development from the non-linear algorithm was performed by a flowchart established by a software manufacturer \[[Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}a\].Figure 1The flowcharts of software: non-linear method (a) and spreadsheet method (b).Figure 1

2.3. Iteration method {#sec2.3}
---------------------

The iteration method was developed by [@bib12]. The determination of the dead time began with an initial dead time estimation, calculation of the adjusted retention time, and determination of the slope and intercept from the linearity of the plot of the semi-logarithm using a least-squares fit. The determination of the dead time was continued with iterations until the best values of the dead time, slope and intercept were determined by minimizing the sum of squares of the difference between the known and estimated index retention values. Guardino et al. have provided the flowchart for this approach ([@bib12]), and a source code has also been written by Furr et al. ([@bib8]) in visual basic. These three bases were used as the basis to create software. However, the source code that was written by Furr et al. ([@bib8]) wasn\'t compatible with the current visual basic compiler. The source code must be rewritten in the method development in this study. The iteration method has been extensively tested in some literature and showed several advantages such as being the most accurate ([@bib15], [@bib14]; [@bib17]; [@bib25]), quickest ([@bib4]) and most easily reproduced ([@bib8]). These advantages made the iteration method an often used reference method for other indirect methods.

2.4. Spreadsheet method {#sec2.4}
-----------------------

The spreadsheet method was based on the logarithmic relationship between the adjusted retention time and the carbon number. The calculation process was carried out automatically based on the graphical method, which has been developed using the statistical method. This procedure produced a linear graph for any homologous series of any carbon numbers that was used for the determination of the dead time. The dead time calculation was performed by running a spreadsheet macro initiated with a keystroke that has been determined and operated as an iterative process. The initial arbitrary dead time (t~R1~) was used to determine the adjusted retention times and correlation coefficients of the plots of the logarithm of the adjusted retention times versus the carbon numbers. The iterative process with a decrease of the dead time (dt~M~) was carried out until it reached the optimal correlation coefficient to produce the most accurate dead time. The complete spreadsheet algorithm can be seen in the literature of Braithwaite ([@bib4]). The application development from the spreadsheet algorithm was performed by a flowchart established by a software manufacturer ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B).

2.5. Statistical method {#sec2.5}
-----------------------

The statistical algorithm was introduced by Grobler et al. ([@bib11]) to calculate a retention index using the antilog of the slope (q) and dead time. The slope (b) was calculated with a linear regression using the retention times of four or more successive homologous series from the logarithm of the differences between the retention times of adjacent n-alkanes. The algorithm of anti-log b (q) was formed from the slope (b). The antilog of the slope (q) and the retention time were used to determine the dead time with the non-linear regression. This algorithm and flowchart of the statistical method were then used as a basis to create software.

2.6. Direct method {#sec2.6}
------------------

The direct method in this study was carried out by measuring the dead time of argon under the same experimental conditions as for the measurement of the retention times of the homologous series. This procedure has been carried out in the literature of Lopez et al. ([@bib25]), and the data was taken as the dead time of the direct method. This data was then used for comparison of the dead time with the indirect method.

2.7. Data collection {#sec2.7}
--------------------

The data that were used for the dead time calculation were the secondary retention times and carbon numbers of a n-alkane homologous series that was obtained from the literature of Lopez et al. ([@bib25]). The data were measured in different columns and at different column temperatures. The columns that were used were a PS-255 (column 1) with a length of 4 m and a % stationary phase of 19.4%; an OV-11 (column 2) with a length of 2 m and a % stationary phase of 16.3%; a CPSIL-5CB (column 3) with a length of 50 m; a HP-5 (column 4) with a length of 60 m; and HP-INNOWAX (column 5) with a length of 60 m. The column temperatures were set at 60 °C, 90 °C, 120 °C and 150 °C. At 150 °C, columns 2 and 5 weren\'t used. The collected data were presented in two types of series: successive and spaced homologous series. The successive homologous series are regular series types (n~C5~ up to n~C17~), while the spaced homologous series are regular series types plus methane (n~C1~, n~C5~ up to n~C17~) ([@bib25]).

3. Results and discussion {#sec3}
=========================

3.1. Software development for the indirect method {#sec3.1}
-------------------------------------------------

The non-linear method software was built based on the flowcharts ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}a). The initial stage of the software is the process of inputting t~R~ and n~C~ data from the secondary data and storing it into an array. Then, the initialization process of the variables i, t~M~, a~0~ and a~1~ as well as the limit of accuracy were carried out. The first loop was performed to calculate the t'~R~ value, Δt and matrix D (d1, d2, d3) based on the equation of Waetzig^13,14^. The next loop is the calculation of (DT D)-1, Δx and new values of t~M~, a~0~ and a~1~. The looping is performed until the values of Δt~M~, Δa~0~ and Δa~1~ are smaller than the specified limit of accuracy ε so that the last t~M~ value is the t~M~ value generated by the software ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}a).

The spreadsheet method software uses the maximum correlation coefficient as the reference calculation. The flowchart software can be seen in ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B), starting with the input process for t~R~ and n~C~ data as well as initializing the variables kv1, kv2, I, dt~M~, t~M~ and prec. kv1 and kv2 are the first and second correlation coefficients, respectively, based on the equation in the Braithwaite literature ([@bib4]), and the kv2 value is calculated by t~M~ diminished to dt~M~. The loop starts by giving the initial value of t~M~ (t~M~ = t~R~ \[0\]). Then, the value of t~M~ is diminished dt~M~ to recalculate kv1. The value of t~M~ is updated with the same process and then used to calculate kv2. If (1-kv1) \< (1-kv2), the t~M~ value will be updated again, and the same checking process will be carried out. The loop is performed until the value of dt~M~ = prec, and then, the final value of t~M~ is obtained ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}b).

The statistical method software was developed based on the t~R~ and n~C~ successive logarithms with the utilization of several statistical equations. The software was written based on the statistical equations and flowchart to calculate dead time in the Grobler literature ([@bib11]). The last software is the iteration method software that was developed based on Guardino\'s algorithm and flowchart ([@bib12]) as well as Furr\'s source code ([@bib8]). The iteration software was built using programming languages that are easy to reproduce.

3.2. Method comparison {#sec3.2}
----------------------

The dead time calculation by indirect methods has been performed using four different methods: non-linear, iteration, spreadsheet and statistical methods. The calculation results were tabulated and are presented in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}. The dead times calculated by indirect methods, both on successive and spaced homologous series, were compared with the argon dead time (direct method). In general terminology, one of the related parameters to determine the dead time accuracy of the indirect methods, besides the retention time of the lowest carbon number and the retention index, is the marker dead time (the dead time of the direct method). A good dead time by an indirect method has the same or a smaller value than the marker dead time. The smaller the dead time value found by an indirect method, the more accurate that dead time ([@bib15]). A dead time from indirect methods that is greater than the marker dead time is considered less reliable and allows overlapping values with the retention time of the lowest carbon number as well as highly eluted compounds (error dead time).Table 1Dead time calculation results from indirect methods.Table 1n~C~Successive Homologous Series (min)Spaced Homologous Series (min)Marker (min)MethodITNLSSSTITNLSSColumn 160 °C1.8682.4401.8681.8682.0072.1742.0772.28090 °C2.1463.3972.1472.1502.2312.7092.2312.420120 °C2.3204.0302.3202.3302.3503.3202.3502.540150 °C2.4505.1902.4602.4702.4804.5402.4802.690Column 260 °C1.8922.1471.8921.8911.9882.0521.9792.04090 °C2.1552.7772.1562.1592.2172.5322.2092.270120 °C2.2803.9502.2802.2902.2803.4202.2802.440Column 360 °C2.6104.0922.6113.7653.2253.7953.1593.25090 °C3.4864.0743.4873.5203.4973.9563.4193.520120 °C3.7004.3303.7103.7203.7104.2203.6303.740150 °C3.9004.7103.9103.9203.9104.6103.8203.930Column 460 °C5.3315.4385.3325.3335.3575.4035.2795.37090 °C5.6896.0535.6895.6965.7085.9655.6295.730120 °C6.01012.3006.0209.3705.91010.6205.9206.020150 °C6.2507.1906.2606.2906.2607.0606.1806.290Column 560 °C5.3105.4965.3145.3135.3155.5375.2195.32090 °C5.6676.2305.6685.6595.6746.1405.5795.680120 °C5.9606.1505.9605.6705.9606.0905.8605.970εt~M~6%18%6%7%3%14%4%[^1]

The calculated dead times from indirect methods, both on successive and spaced homologous series, indicated that the dead times of the iteration and spreadsheet methods always showed smaller values than the marker dead time. The dead time of the statistical method that is only able to calculate the successive homologous series was a smaller value than the marker dead time except in column 3 (CPSIL-5CB) at 60 °C and column 4 (HP-5) at 150 °C. Under both conditions, the dead time of the statistical method is higher than the marker dead time. Using non-linear methods, both for successive and spaced homologous series, the calculated dead times were almost always greater than the marker dead time. The calculated dead times that were less than the marker dead time were only obtained in spaced homologous series at 60 °C, whereas in successive homologous series, the widening of the dead time of the non-linear method was greater than in spaced homologous series. Based on the differences between the relative dead times of indirect methods and the marker dead time, the % error values of the dead time for successive homologous series were 6% for iteration and spreadsheet, 7% for statistical, and 18% for non-linear methods.

Meanwhile, the % error values of the dead time in spaced homologous series were 3% for iteration, 4% for spreadsheet, and 14% for non-linear methods. This result showed that the iteration, spreadsheet (both on successive and spaced homologous series) and statistical (only on spaced homologous series) methods gave relatively small errors (\<10%). The non-linear method (both on successive and spaced homologous series) showed relatively large errors (\>10%). In the spaced homologous series, we always found a smaller error than for the successive homologous series for all indirect methods with column and temperature variations (see [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}).

From this analysis, it has been confirmed that the iteration method has the best accuracy and is robust for both successive and spaced homologous series. These results were in accordance with the report of previous studies that suggested that this method could be used as the reference method for the indirect methods ([@bib8]; [@bib14]; [@bib25]; [@bib4]). In harmony with the iteration method, the spreadsheet method also showed good accuracy. Therefore, it could be stated that the iteration and spreadsheet methods had the best accuracy (minimal error). Both methods were also robust because they were able to be applied to both successive and spaced homologous series. The statistical method also provided excellent results with not much different error from the iteration and spreadsheet methods. However, this method is limited to use on successive homologous series only. The non-linear method still provided the most inaccurate calculation compared to the three other methods, with a relatively large error. However, in some conditions the non-linear method could still be applied well, i.e., at low column temperatures (60 °C) for all column types \[Figures [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}\], whereas at higher temperatures, it could only be used in polar capillary columns \[Figures [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}\].Figure 2The overview of the trend of the temperature effect (successive homologous series). ![](fx1.gif) Marker dead time as a reference.Figure 2Figure 3The overview of the trend of the temperature effect (spaced homologous series). ![](fx1.gif) Marker dead time as a reference.Figure 3Figure 4The overview of the trend of the column effect (successive homologous series). ![](fx1.gif) Marker dead time as a reference.Figure 4Figure 5The overview of the trend of the column effect (spaced homologous series). ![](fx1.gif) Marker dead time as a reference.Figure 5

3.3. Temperature effect {#sec3.3}
-----------------------

The temperature of the column is one of the variables that is most often varied in analysis using gas chromatography. The column temperature is always adjusted to the character of the component that is analyzed. Changes in the column temperature will cause changes in the retention times of the separated compounds ([@bib13]). In the study of the dead time by indirect methods, the calculation of its value was carried out using the retention times of a homologous series, and in this study, a n-alkane homologous series was used. A change in the column temperature for the separation of n-alkanes will cause a shift in the retention time of each n-alkane compound. Therefore, analysis was necessary to observe the effect of the retention time shift caused by the column temperature change on the calculation and accuracy of the dead time by indirect methods.

Based on the observation of the dead time for the successive homologous series, the dead time of all indirect and direct methods increased with the increase of the column temperature \[[Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}\]. However, the dead time increases of the iteration and spreadsheet methods still fitted with the marker dead time (reference) increase. The dead time increase of the statistical method also relatively fitted with the marker dead time increase except in column 3 at 60 °C and column 4 at 120 °C. Under these conditions, the dead time of the statistical method was greater than the marker dead time. The dead time increase of the non-linear method showed different behavior. In the packed column, the dead time increase of the non-linear method was very significant for the temperature increase compared to the capillary column. However, the dead time increase of the non-linear method couldn\'t be fitted to that of the direct method because almost all of its values were greater than the dead time of the direct method.

According to the observation of the dead time for the spaced homologous series, the dead times of all indirect and direct methods increased with increases in the column temperature \[[Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}\]. However, the dead time increases of the iteration and spreadsheet methods still corresponded with the marker dead time (reference) increase. In this homologous series, the dead time of the statistical method couldn\'t be calculated due to the method mismatch with the data type ([@bib11]). In the non-linear method, the dead time increase showed different behavior. In the packed column, the increase was very significant with the increase of the column temperature compared to the capillary column. However, the dead time increase of the non-linear method was almost always greater than that of the direct method (reference).

Based on the analysis of the temperature effects on the dead times calculated by indirect methods, there were dead time increases in the four indirect methods with column temperature increases for both the successive and spaced homologous series \[Figures [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}\]. However, the dead times of the indirect methods in the iteration, spreadsheet and statistical methods were still fitted with the dead time of the direct method and directly proportional to the column temperature increase. Generally, the column temperature increase will cause the retention times of the compounds that are separated to decrease. This is due to the inlet pressure increase that accelerated the elution of compounds because of a large pressure gradient between the column inlet and column outlet. In contrast to the marker dead time (direct method), the temperature increase caused the viscosity of gas inside the column to increase, which leads to the slowing of the flow toward the column outlet ([@bib20]). Although the temperature increase caused the retention times of n-alkanes to decrease ([@bib25]), the dead time of the indirect method based on n-alkanes didn\'t follow the behavior of n-alkanes themselves, but it still fit with the dead time of the direct method (reference).

In the packed column, column temperature changes affected the dead time values of the non-linear method. The higher the column temperature, the higher the differences between the dead time of the non-linear method and the marker dead time \[Figures [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}\]. In the successive homologous series, the dead time differences were greater than in the homologous spaced series. However, the change trends didn\'t occur in the capillary column. These results showed that the calculation of the dead time of the non-linear method in the packed column could only be performed under the low-temperature conditions with the spaced homologous series.

3.4. Column effect {#sec3.4}
------------------

Three variables are used as the fundamentals for column selection in chromatographic analysis: type (packed or capillary), polarity (polar, semi-polar or nonpolar) and length of the column. The variables determine the separation resolution between components. Ideally, the dead time isn\'t affected by variable condition changes.

Based on the observations of the dead times of the indirect methods for the successive homologous series, the dead time accuracies of the iteration, spreadsheet and statistical methods weren\'t affected by the column variations \[[Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}\]. The same result has also been observed in the homologous spaced series. The dead time accuracy of the iteration and spreadsheet methods wasn\'t influenced by column variations \[[Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}\]. In the non-linear method, the effect of the column variation couldn\'t be observed in the dead time. This was caused by that the non-linear method was only accurate on packed columns at low temperature and polar capillary columns. In other columns, the non-linear method wasn\'t accurate.

The calculated dead time, both by indirect and direct methods, indicated that differences in the length of the column with the same type and polarity resulted in different dead times. However, these differences didn\'t affect the dead time accuracy of the iteration, spreadsheet and statistical methods compared to the marker dead time \[Figures [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}\]. In the non-linear method, the length of the column also affected the dead time, but differences in the trend of the column length influence on the dead time accuracy compared to the marker dead time couldn\'t be observed. The effect of the length of the column on the dead times of indirect and direct methods could be seen in columns 3 and 4 in all successive and spaced homologous series and with temperature variations. The marker dead time was assumed to not be influenced by chemical factors, but it was influenced by physical factors due to differences in gas mileage in the column ([@bib9]).

In the same type and the length of column, the different column polarities didn\'t affect the values and accuracy of the dead times for the iteration, spreadsheet and statistical methods for both successive and spaced homologous series \[Figures [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}\]. In the non-linear method, the trend of the influence of the polarity on the dead time couldn\'t be observed. The effect of the column polarity on the dead time by either an indirect method or direct method could be observed in columns 4 and 5 at all temperatures for successive and spaced homologous series. The same result was also showed by the calculated dead times of the indirect methods that were fitted with the dead time of the direct method. This phenomenon indicated that the assumption of the dead time as the holding time of a substance that is considered unretained in a column held up, which could be proved experimentally ([@bib9]).

The differences in column types, both for successive and spaced homologous series, also didn\'t affect the dead time accuracy in the iteration, spreadsheet and statistical methods. Both the packed (1 & 2) and capillary columns (3, 4, 5) showed calculated dead times for indirect methods that were appropriate with the marker dead time. Even in the polar capillary column (column 5), the non-linear method showed a value that wasn\'t significantly different from that of the direct method. These results showed that the dead times of indirect methods could be applied to both types of columns as well.

4. Conclusion {#sec4}
=============

The analysis results of the dead time calculations using the indirect methods showed that the iteration and spreadsheet methods could be used correctly and accurately both for the successive and spaced homologous series, while the statistical method could only be applied for a successive homologous series. Under certain conditions, the non-linear method could also be applied to calculate the dead time, especially at relatively low column temperatures (60 °C) for all columns. For relatively high column temperatures, it was only suitable for polar capillary columns. These results indicated that the spreadsheet method had almost the same reliability as the iteration method, and thus, it was recommended to be used as a reference in the determination of the dead time that could be used for the calculation of the Kovats retention index.

Overall, temperature changes and column differences (type, polarity and length) could affect the dead time calculations. However, the value changes didn\'t show a significant effect on the dead time accuracy of the indirect methods compared to the dead time of the direct method (substance marker). Not all of the methods produced the same t~M~ value for a given chromatography phase system. Therefore, to define other retention parameters such as the retention index, the method that was used to estimate the dead time must be defined. Therefore, we propose the use of the iteration and spreadsheet methods as the best ways thus far to estimate the dead time by using n-alkane homologues series, regardless of column and temperature variations.
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[^1]: (IT): Iteration Method^15^; (NL) Non-linear Method^13^; (SS): Spreadsheet Method^16^; Statistics Method^17^; n~C~: Carbon number.
